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WARRIOR SONG [Umonhon] 
 

No one has found a way to avoid death, 

To pass around it; 

Those old men who have met it, 

Who have reached the place where death stands waiting, 

Have not pointed out a way to circumvent it. 

Death is difficult to face. 
 

— OTHRP Archives 

 

The Umonhon and the Oglala danced a peace treaty in 1791-1792 

— Cloud-Shield's winter count 
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Omaha Tribal Historical Research Project, Inc. 

Mission Statement 

 

T he purposes for which the corporation is organized is to promote, encourage, 

and conduct research regarding the history, heritage, language, religion and 

other aspects of the culture of Umonhon (Omaha) Indian people for the purposes of 

encouraging the preservation of materials and the information collected and per-

petuating the Omaha culture and traditions, and to serve as an educational re-

source for Omaha people and other people who may be interested in the culture 

and traditions of the Omaha Tribe of Nebraska. 

 

FOR 26 YEARS OTHRP SERVED WITH AN UNFUNDED MANDATE AS THE OFFICAL CULTURAL AUTHORITY IN  

PERPETUITY BY TRIBAL RESOLUTION FOR THE OMAHA TRIBE OF NEBRASKA AND IOWA   
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Dancing the way to Peace 
Umonhon Tribal Government: Then and Now 

 

Introduction 
 

T he Umonhon, a sovereign Indigenous People of the Americas, are one of the most docu-

mented Aboriginal People of the North American Continent. Starting with French traders in 

the 17th Century and prominently noted in the 1804-06 Corps of Discovery Military Expedition 

of Lewis and Clark, which documented the He'dewachi Harvest celebration, the Omaha have 

been consistently spoken of in both Euro-American scholarly and historic literature. 
 

While many rituals and much of the ancestral practice has been lost due to diseases, wars and 

cultural genocide, enough has survived to be able to restructure and rebuild a successful way 

of life from the past into a new modern, uniquely Umonhon Nation of the 21st Century. 
 

The current mode of tribal government does not work for the people. A few tribal families domi-

nate and the majority's needs are not addressed. Why? An imposed Federal system based 

upon and controlled by the United States Government, which, after a mere 240 years, is col-

lapsing from the same problems that were built into both the U.S. and tribal infrastructures. 
 

Flawed from the beginning, this system creates inequality. While both the Continental Congress 

and later U.S. Constitution itself used as a model the Law of Great Peace of the Six Nations 

Confederacy — the U.S. Congress acknowledged as such in 1988 — the Americans had left out 

two vital parts: abolition of slavery and equality for women. This tipped the balance to the white 

male landowners, who later provided landless white males parcels through the Homestead Act 

to move up the system and the middle class was born. All others were forced into poverty. 
 

The U.S. Constitution also took much of its content from earlier European governmental and 

legal systems which date back to antiquity, dealing primarily with economic issues. This is how 

Capitalism originated, and the resultant practice and the inequitable policies it follows kept 

much of the failed concepts with it. Ultimately capitalism created class systems where a few 

become fabulously wealthy while the vast majority is forced into a peasant or poverty class. 
 

A system based upon creating "Value" automatically creates No-Value as a by-product. A sys-

tem based instead on “Nurture” serves all the people. It is the exact reverse of Capitalism. 
 

The second flaw “in the ways of governance” imposed by Euro-Americans upon tribal people is 

a small book called Robert's Rules of Order, which lays out a voting system presented “as the 

fairest way to make decisions.” It is not. The structure is highly corruptible and leaves an un-

happy minority who is not heard. A much older tribal system called Consensus is far more equi-

table and creates a united people with no disgruntled minority. That is often what ancestral 

tribal government used to solve problems rather to make a profit off of creating problems. 
 

This booklet, based upon OTHRP's works from Umonhon studies over its 40 year existence, 

shows the possibility of returning to the original Umonhon government in 21st Century terms. 
 

The following first article is drawn from Fletcher and La Flesche in 1905, [27th Annual Report]. 

and has been changed from the original. Old-fashioned words and phrases have either been 

removed or modernized, such as "gens" and "gentes" replaced with "clan". This is because Euro-

American scholars emphasize inheritance and distinguish "gens" as patriarchal — "clan entry" 

determined by the father's gens — and the term "clan" is then given to the matriarchal tribes 

who determine "clan entry" through the mother's clan. Umonhon are considered patriarchal by 

this thinking and therefore would be "gens." The Umonhon don't use the word "gens" at all but 

instead use "clan,” and inheritance is not distributed according to Euro-American beliefs. 



Umonhon TRIBAL GOVERNMENT 
 

Development of Political Unity 
 

T he tribal organization of the Omaha and cog-

nates, as it stood in the early part of the nine-

teenth century, shows that a tendency had existed 

toward disintegration because of a lack of close po-

litical organizations, and that various expedients for 

holding the people together had been tried. This 

weakness seems to have been especially felt when 

the people were in the buffalo country; groups would 

wander away, following the game, and become lost. 

Occasionally they were discovered and would rejoin 

the main body, as has been shown in the case of the 

Hon'ga utanatsi of the Osage tribe. The environment 

of the people did not foster sedentary habits, such as 

would have tended toward a close political union; 

therefore the nature of the country in which these 

cognates dwelt added to rather than lessened the 

danger of disintegration. 

 

Some form of organization had long existed among 

the people, but the frequent separations that took 

place emphasized the importance of maintaining the 

unity of the tribe, and the problem of devising means 

to secure this essential result was a matter of seri-

ous concern to the thinking and constructive minds 

among the people. The Sacred Legend, already 

quoted, says: "And the people thought, How can we 

better ourselves? 

 

The ideas fundamental to the tribal organization of 

the Omaha and their cognates related to the creation 

and perpetuation of living creatures. The expression 

of these ideas in the dramatic form of rites seems to 

have been early achieved and those which symboli-

cally present the connection of cosmic forces with 

the birth and well-being of mankind seem to have 

persisted in whole or in part throughout the various 

experiences of the five cognate tribes, and to have kept an important place in tribal life. 

These rites constitute what may be regarded as the lower stratum of religious ceremonies — 

for example, in the recognition of the vital relation of the Wind, as shown in the ceremony 

of Turning the Child, performed when it entered on its tribal life; in the names bestowed on 

females, which generally refer to natural phenomena or objects rather than to religious 

observances; in the ceremonies connected with Thunder as the god of war and arbiter of 

the life and death of man. There are indications that other rites relating to cosmic forces 

have been lost in the passage of years. Among the Omaha certain articles still survive rites 

long since disused, as the cedar Pole and the Sacred Shell, both of which were preserved 

until recently in the Sacred Tent of War in charge of the We'zhinshte clan. It is probable 

that the rites connected with the Sacred Shell were the older and that they once held an 

Gahi'ge, an Old Umonhon Chief 
PL 36, Fletcher/La Flesche, Ibid. 

Smithsonian 
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important place and exercised a widespread influence in the tribe, as indicated by the rev-

erence and fear with which this object was regarded by the people of every Omaha clan. 

Other Omaha rites, as has been shown, have ceased to be observed — those connected 

with the thunder, the stars, and the winds. The disappearance of former rites may indicate 

physiographic changes experienced by the people, which affected their food supply, avoca-

tions, and other phases of life, thereby causing certain rites to be superseded by others 

more in harmony with a changed environment. Thus life in the buffalo country naturally 

resulted in rites which pertained to hunting the buffalo finally taking precedence over 

those which pertained to the cultivation of the maize. 
 

There are indications that under these and other disturbing and disintegrating influences 

certain ceremonies were instituted to counteract these tendencies by fostering tribal con-

sciousness in order to help to bind the people together. The Hede'wachi ceremony is of 

this character and seems to date far back in the history of the Omaha tribe. It is impossi-

ble to trace as in a sequence the growth of the idea of the desirability of political unity, for 

there were many influences, religious and secular, at work to bring about modifications of 

customs and actual changes in government. The efforts to regulate warfare and to place it 

under greater control and at the same time to enhance the honor with which the warrior 

was to be regarded seem to have been among the first steps taken toward developing a 

definite governing power within the tribe. The act of placing the rites pertaining to war in 

charge of one clan was probably the result of combined influences. When this modifica-

tion of earlier forms was accomplished a new name seems to have been given to the clan 

holding this office, and thus the present term We'zhinshte came into use. The former 

name of this kinship group is not known, but judging from analogy it probably had refer-

ence to one or the other of the lost ceremonies connected with the sacred articles left in 

its care. While the segregation of the war power may have tended to stay some of the dis-

integrating tendencies it did not have the positive unifying force that was desired. If other 

devices were tried to bring about this result nothing is known of them. 
 

The Sacred Legend and other accounts tell the story of the way in which a central govern-

ing body was finally formed and all agree that it was devised for the purpose of "holding 

the people together." One version speaks of seven old men who, while visitors to the tribe, 

inaugurated the governing council. The Sacred Legend declares that the council was the 

outcome of "thought" and "consultation among the wise old men," their purpose taking 

form in the plan to establish a Nini'baton* subdivision in some of the clans, each subdivi-

sion to furnish one member to the council, which was to be the governing authority, exer-

cising control over the people, maintaining peace in the tribe, but having no relation to of-

fensive warfare. According to the Legend account of the formation of the Nini'baton, "two 

old men," one from the Hon'ga clan and the other from the Inke'çabe clan, were commis-

sioned to carry out the plan of the "wise old men." The term "old" is one of respect and in-

dicates that these men had gained wisdom from experience, and that their plan was the 

result of knowledge and thought concerning actual conditions in the past and in the pre-

sent, rather than one based on speculative notions. The "two old men" were entrusted 

with the two Sacred Tribal Pipes; as they passed around the hu'thuga they would stop at a 

certain clan, designating a family which was to become a Nini'baton and making this 

choice official by the presentation of a pipe. For some unknown reason in this circuit of 
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*The word nin'baton means "to possess a pipe." The origin of the significant use of the pipe lies in a remote 

past. Among the Omaha and cognate tribes the pipe was regarded as a medium by which the breath of man 

ascended to Wakon'da through the fragrant smoke and conveyed the prayer or aspiration of the person 

smoking; the act also partook of the nature of an oath, an affirmation to attest sincerity and responsibility. 

The pipe was a credential known and respected by all. 



the tribe the "old men" passed by the Ingthe'zhide clan and did not give them a pipe. Nor 

was a pipe given to the We'zhinshte clan or to the Hon'ga clan. It was explained concerning 

these latter omissions that the We'zhinshte had already been given the control of the war 

rites of the tribe, while the duties of the council formed from the Nini'baton subdivisions 

were to be solely in the interest of peace, and to the Hon'ga clan was to belong the duty of 

calling together this governing council. 
 

The two Sacred pipes carried by the "two old men" were their credentials. The authority of 

these two pipes must have been of long standing and undisputed by the people in order 

to have made it possible for their bearers to inaugurate such an innovation as setting 

apart a certain family within a clan and giving it to a new class of duties — duties that 

were to be civil and not connected with the established rights of the clans. These new du-

ties did not conflict with any of such rites, nor did they deprive the Nini'baton families from 

participating in them. A new class of obligations to Wakon'da and to all persons compos-

ing the tribe were laid upon the Nini'baton and the new council. 
 

Chieftainship 
 

T he earliest tradition among the Omaha among the Omaha as to the establishment of 

chiefs is contained in the story already recounted concerning the formation of the 

Nini'baton and governing council, which was to be composed of hereditary chiefs. How 

long the hereditary character was maintained and what had previously constituted leader-

ship in the tribe are not known, nor is there any knowledge as to how the change from he-

reditary to competitive membership in the council came about. It may be that the change 

was the result of increasing recognition of the importance of strengthening the power of 

the governing council by making it both the source and the goal of tribal honors, thus en-

hancing its authority and at the same time emphasizing the desirability of tribal unity. All 

that the writers have been able to ascertain concerning the change in the composition of 

the council from hereditary to competitive membership has been that it took place several 

generations ago, how many could not be learned. 
 

Orders of Chiefs 
 

T he period of the establishment of these orders is lost in the past, but internal evi-

dence seems to point to their formation after the council with its Nini'baton member-

ship had been fully established and accepted by the people. 
 

There were two orders of chiefs, the Ni'kagahi xu'de and the Ni'kagahi sha'be. The name 

of the first (ni'kagahi, "chief;" xu'de, "brown") has reference to a uniform color, as of the 

brown earth, where all are practically alike, of one hue or rank. The Ni'kagahi xu'de order 

was unlimited as to membership, but admittance into it depended upon the consent of 

the Ni'kagahi sha'be (ni'kagahi, "chief," sha'be, "dark"). The word sha'be does not refer to 

color, but to the appearance of an object raised above the uniform level and seen against 

the horizon as a dark object. Men who had risen from the Ni'kagahi xu'de into the limited 

order of the Ni'kagahi sha'be were regarded as elevated before the people. 
 

Wathin'ethe: performance of certain acts 
 

E ntrance into the Ni'kagahi sha'be was possible only when a vacancy occurred, and 

then only to a member of the order of Ni'kagahi xu'de after the performance of cer-

tain acts known as within'ethe (from wa, "thing having power;" thin, from thin'ge, "nothing;" 

the, "to make" or "to cause," the word meaning something done or given for which there is 

no material return but through which honor is received). Wathin'ethe stands for acts and 
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gifts which do not directly add to the comfort and wealth of the actor or donor, but which 

have relation to the welfare of the tribe by promoting internal order and peace, by provid-

ing for the chiefs and keepers, by assuring friendly relations with other tribes; they par-

took therefore of a public rather than a private character, and while they opened a man's 

way to tribal honors and position, they did so by serving the welfare of all the people. En-

trance into the order of Ni'kagahi xu'de was through the performance of certain 

wathin'ethe; in this instance the gifts of the aspirant were made solely to the Seven Chiefs. 
 

The election of members to the order of Ni'kagahi xu'de took place at a meeting of the 

Ni'kagahi sha'be called by the leaders of the Hon'ga clan for this purpose. After the tribal 

pipes had been smoked the name of a candidate was mentioned, and his record and the 

number and value of his gifts were canvassed. The prescribed articles used in making 

these gifts were eagles, eagle war bonnets, quivers (including bows and arrows), catlinite 

pipes with ornamented stems, tobacco pouches, otter skins, buffalo robes, ornamented 

shirts, and leggings. In olden times, burden-bearing dogs, tents, and pottery were given; in 

recent times these have been replaced by horses, guns, blankets, blue and red cloth, sil-

ver medals, and copper kettles. It is noteworthy that all the raw materials used in con-

struction, as well as the unmanufactured articles of the early native type, were such as 

required of the candidate prowess as a hunter, care in accumulating, and skilled industry. 

A man often had to travel far to acquire some of these articles, and be exposed to danger 

from enemies in securing and bringing them home, so that they represented, besides in-

dustry as a hunter, bravery and skill as a warrior. Moreover, as upon the men devolved 

the arduous task of procuring all the meat for food and the pelts used to make clothing, 

bedding, and tents, and as there was no common medium of exchange for labor in the 

tribe, such as money affords, each household had to provide from the very foundation, so 

to speak, every article it used or consumed. It will therefore be seen that persistent work 

on the part of a man aspiring to enter the order of chief was necessary, as he must not 

only provide food and clothing for the daily use of his family, but accumulate a surplus to 

as to obtain leisure for the construction of the articles to be counted as wathin'ethe. The 

men made the bows and arrows, the war bonnets, and the pipes; the ornamentation was 

the woman's task. Her deft fingers prepared the porcupine quills after her husband or 

brother had caught the wary little animals. For the slow task of dyeing the quills and em-

broidering with them she needed a house well stocked with food and defended from lurk-

ing war parties, in order to have time and security for her work. A lazy fellow or an impul-

sive, improvident man could not acquire the property represented by these gifts. There 

was no prescribed number of gifts demanded for entrance into the Xu'de order but they 

had to be sufficient to warrant the chiefs in admitting him, for the man once in the order 

could, bu persistent industry and care, rise so as to become a candidate for the order of 

Sha'be when a vacancy occurred. 
 

When a favorable decision as to the candidate was reached the chiefs arose and followed 

the Sacred Pipes, borne reverently, with the stems elevated, by the two leading chiefs. 

Thus led, the company walked slowly about the camp to the lodge of the man who had 

been elected a Xu'de and paused before the door. At this point the man had the option to 

refuse or to accept the honor. If he should say" "I do not wish to become a chief," and 

wave away the tribal pipes offered him to smoke, thus refusing permission to the chiefs to 

enter his lodge, they would pass on, leaving him as though he had not been elected. 

When the man accepted the position he smoked the pipes as they were offered, where-

upon the chiefs entered his lodge, bearing the pipes before them, and slowly passed 

around his fireplace. This act signified to all the tribe that the man was thenceforth a 

chief, a member of the order of Ni'kagahi xu'de. He was now eligible to other honors — all 

of which, however, depended upon further efforts on his part. 
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Eligibility to enter the order of Ni'kagahi sha'be depended upon the performance of certain 

graded within'ethe. Vacancies occurred only by death or by resignation of very old men. A 

vacancy was filled by the one in the Xu'de order who could "count" the most within'ethe 

given to the chiefs or who had performed the graded acts of the within'ethe. The order and 

value of these graded acts were not generally known to the people, nor even to all the 

chiefs of the Xu'de. Those who became possessed of this knowledge were apt to keep it 

for the benefit of their aspiring kinsmen. The lack of this knowledge, it is said, occasionally 

cost a man the loss of an advantage which he would otherwise have had. 
 

There were seven grades of within'ethe the performance of which made a man eligible to a 

place in the order of Ni'kagahi sha'be. They ranked as follows 
 

First. Washa'be ga'xe (washa'be, "and official staff;" ga'xe, "to make"). This grade consisted 

in procuring the materials necessary to make the washa'be, an ornamented staff carried 

by the leader of the annual buffalo hunt. These materials were a dressed buffalo skin, a 

crow, two eagles, a shell disk, sinew, a pipe with an ornamented stem, and, in olden times, 

a cooking vessel of pottery, replaced in modern times by a copper kettle. The money value 

of these articles, rated by ordinary trading terms, was not less than $100 to $130. The 

performance of the first grade four times would constitute the highest act possible for a 

man. No Omaha has ever accomplished this act so many times. 
 

Second. Bon'wakithe ("I caused the herald to call"). The aspirant requested the tribal her-

ald to summon the Ni'kagahi sha'be together with the keeper of the ritual used in filling 

the Sacred Pipes, from the Inshta'çunda clan, to a feast. Besides providing for the feast, 

gifts of leggings, robes, bows and arrows, and tobacco were required as gifts for the 

guests. If it chanced that the aspirant for honors was not on friendly terms with the keeper 

of the ritual, or if from any other motive the keeper desired to check the man's ambition, it 

lay in his power to thwart it by allowing the pipes to remain unfilled, in which case the gifts 

and feast went for nothing. 
 

Third. U'gashkegthon ("to tether a horse"). A man would make a feast for the Ni'kagahi 

sha'be and tie at the door of his tent a horse with a new robe thrown over it. The horse and 

the robe were gifts to his guests. A man once gained renown by "counting" seven acts of 

this grade performing four in one day. 
 

Fourth. Gaçi'ge nonshton wakithe (gaçi'ge, "marching abreast;" nonshton, "to halt;" wakithe, 

"to make or cause", "causing the people to halt." This act was possible only during the an-

nual hunt. As the people were moving, the Sacred Pole and the governing chiefs in ad-

vance, a man would bring a horse or a new robe and present it to the Pole. The gift was 

appropriated by the Waxthe'xeton subgenus of the Hon'ga, who had charge of the Pole. 

During this act the entire tribe halted, while the herald proclaimed the name of the giver. 

This act should be repeated four times in one day. 
 

Fifth. Te thishke' wakithe (te, "buffalo;" thishke', "to untie;" wakithe, "to make or cause"), 

"causing the Sacred White Buffalo Hide to be opened and shown." During this ceremony of 

exhibiting the White Buffalo Hide a shell disk or some other article of value was presented 

to the Hide, the gifts becoming the property of the Waxthe'beton subgenus of the Hon'ga, 

who had charge of this sacred object. This act had to be repeated four times in one day. 
 

Sixth. Wa't'edonbe (wa, "things having power and purpose;" t'e, "dead;" donbe, "to see"). 

This act consisted in taking gifts to the family of a chief when a death occurred. The costli-

est donation remembered to have been made under this class was on the occasion of the 

death of the son of old Big Elk, who died of smallpox in the early part of the nineteenth 
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century, when a fine horse on which was spread a bearskin was offered in honor of the 

dead. 
 

Seventh. When a person had been killed accidentally or in anger the chiefs took the Sa-

cred Tribal Pipes to the kindred of the man, accompanied by gifts, in order to prevent any 

revengeful act. All those who contributed toward these gifts could "count" them as belong-

ing to the seventh grade. If the aggrieved party smoked the pipe and accepted the gifts, 

bloodshed was averted and peace maintained in the tribe. 
 

All of the gifts constituting these seven grades were made to the chiefs of the governing 

council in recognition of their authority. They were for a definite purpose — to enable the 

giver to secure entrance into the order of Ni'kagahi sha'be whenever a vacancy should occur 

in that body. 
 

It will be noticed that the act constituting the first grade differed from the other six in that 

it was not a direct gift made to the chiefs, but was connected with the ceremonial staff of 

the leader of the annual buffalo hunt. It was, however, a recognition of authority, an au-

thority which held the people in order and made it possible for each family to secure its 

supply of food and clothing. It was therefore, in its intrinsic character, in harmony with the 

purpose of the other six graded within'ethe. 
 

Waba'hon, designated an act not belonging to the regular within'ethe, but esteemed as a 

generous deed that redounded to the credit of the doer. The term means "to raise or push 

up," and refers to placing a deer, buffalo, or elk on its breast and putting bits of tobacco 

along its back, all of which signified that the hunter had dedicated the animal as a gift to 

the chiefs. A chief could not receive such a gift unless he had performed the act of wa-

ba'hon four times. If he had not performed the acts and desired to receive the gift he could 

call on his near of kin to help him to "count." If he was able to "count" four waba'hon him-

self, he could then keep the entire animal for his own use. 
 

In admitting a man to either order of chiefs his personal character was always taken into 

consideration. If he was of a disputatious or quarrelsome nature no amount of gifts would 

secure his election to the order of Ni'kagahi xu'de or make possible a place for him in the 

Ni'kagahi sha'be. The maxim was: "A chief must be a man who can govern himself." 
 

The Council of Seven Chiefs 
 

T he origin of this governing council as given in the Sacred Legend and elsewhere has 

been recounted and the change from the early form of hereditary membership men-

tioned. The institution of a small body representing the entire tribe, to have full control of 

the people, to settle all contentions, and to subordinate all factions to a central authority, 

was an important governmental movement. The central authority, was an important gov-

ernmental movement. The credential of this authority both for the act of its creation and 

for the exercise of its functions was the presence and ceremonial use of the two Sacred 

Tribal Pipes. The two stood for the fundamental idea in the dual organization of the 

hu'thuga. This was recognized also in the ceremonial custody and preparation of the Pipes. 

The keeping of them belonged to the Inke'çabe clan of the southern (earth) side of the 

hu'thuga; the office of ceremonially filling the Pipes, making them ready for use, was 

vested in the Inshta'çunda clan of the northern (upper) realm of the hu'thuga, representa-

tive of the abode of the supernatural forces to which man must appeal for help. Through 

the ceremonies and use of the two Sacred pipes the halves of the hu'thuga were welded, 

as it were, the Pipes thus becoming representative of the tribe as a whole. The prominence 

given to the Pipes, as the credential of the "old men," as their authority in the creation of 
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chiefs and the governing council, seems to indicate that the institution of the Nini'baton 

and the establishment of the Council, although a progressive movement, was a growth, a 

development of earlier forms, rather than an invention of arbitrary arrangement of the "old 

men." The retaining of the two Pipes as the supreme or confirmatory authority within the 

council rather than giving that power to a head chief was consonant with the fundamental 

idea embodied in the tribal organization! The number of the council (seven) probably had 

its origin in the significance of the number which represented the whole of man's environ-

ment — the four quarters where were the four paths down which the Above came to the 

Below, where stood man. The ancient ideas and beliefs of the people concerning man's 

relation to the cosmos were thus interwoven with their latest social achievement, the es-

tablishment of a representative governing body. 
 

Whether the ornamentation of the two Tribal Pipes was authorized at this time is not 

known; but it is probable that in this as in every other arrangement there was the adapta-

tion or modification of some old and accepted form of expression to meet the needs of 

newer conditions. It is said that the seven woodpecker heads on one of the Tribal Pipes 

stood for the seven chiefs that composed the governing council, while the use of but one 

woodpecker head on the other pipe represented the unity of authority of the chiefs. This 

explanation explains only in part. The reason for the choice of the woodpecker as a symbol 

lies far back in the history of the people, and it may be that it did not originate in this lin-

guistic group. In myths found throughout a wide region this bird was connected with the 

sun. It was used on the calumet pipes, which had a wide range, covering almost the whole 

of the Mississippi drainage. It is not improbable that the woodpecker symbol was accepted 

at the time the calumet ceremony became known to the Omaha and adopted as a symbol 

of peaceful authority, but a definite statement on the subject at present is impossible. 
 

The seven members of the council belonged to the order of Ni'kagahi sha'be, in fact they 

may be said to have represented that order in which each man held his place until death 

or voluntary resignation. Five other persons were entitled to attend the meetings of the 

council, being of an ex officio class: The keeper of the Sacred Pole; the keeper of the Sa-

cred Buffalo Hide; the keeper of the two Sacred Tribal Pipes; the keeper of the ritual used 

when filling them; and the keeper of the Sacred Tent of War. None of these five keepers 

had a voice in the decisions of the council, the responsibility of deciding devolving solely on 

the Seven Chiefs who composed the council proper. 
 

At council meetings the men sat in a semicircle. The two chiefs who could count the great-

est number of within'ethe were called Ni'kagahi u'zhu (u'zhu "principal"); these chiefs sat 

side by side back of the fireplace, facing the east and the entrance of the lodge. They rep-

resented the two halves of the hu'thuga, the one who sat on the right (toward the south) 

representing the Hon'gashenu, the one who sat on the left (toward the north), the 

Inshta'çunda. The other members sat in the order of their "counts" on each side of the prin-

cipal chiefs, the highest next to those chiefs and so on to the end of the line. The position 

assigned each member on entrance into the council remained unchanged until a death or 

resignation took place. In the case of a vacancy in the u'zhu, the place was taken by who-

ever could count the most within'ethe; he might be an old member of the council or a new 

man from the order of Ni'kagahi xu'de. Any vacancy occurring was likely to cause a change 

in the places of the members, according to the "count" of the new member, but the place 

and position of u'zhu were affected only by death or resignation. An u'zhu held his rank 

against all claimants. 

The manner of deliberating and coming to a decision in the Council of Seven is said to 

have been as follows: A question or plan of operation was presented by a member; it was 

then referred to the chief sitting next, who took it under consideration and then passed it 
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on to the next person and so on around the circle until it reached the man who first pre-

sented it. The matter would pass again and again around the circle until all came to agree-

ment. All day was frequently spent in deliberation. No one person would dare to take the 

responsibility of the act. All must accept it and then carry it through as one man. This unity 

of decision was regarded as having a supernatural power and authority. Old men explained 

to the writers that the members of the council had been made chiefs by the Sacred Tribal 

Pipes, which were from Wakon'da; therefore, "when the chiefs had deliberated on a matter 

and had smoked, the decision was as the word of Wakon'da." 
 

The ceremonial manner of smoking the Sacred Pipes was as follows: 
 

After the members of the council were in their places the keeper of the Sacred Pipes laid 

them before the two principal chiefs, who called on the keeper of the ritual to prepare the 

Pipes for use. As he filled them with native tobacco he intoned in a low voice the ritual 

which belonged to that act. He had to be careful not to let either of the Pipes fall. Should 

this happen, that meeting of the council would be at an end, and the life of the keeper 

would be in danger from the supernatural powers. After the Pipes were filled they were 

again laid before the two principal chiefs. When the time came to smoke the Pipes in order 

to give authority to a decision, the Inke'çabe keeper arose, took up one of the Pipes, and 

held it for the principal chief sitting toward the north, to smoke. The assistant from the 

Te'pa subgenus of the Tha'tada clan followed, taking up the other Pipe and holding it for 

the principal chief sitting toward the south, to smoke. The Pipes were then passed around 

the council, the Inke'çabe keeper leading and carefully holding the Pipe for each member 

to smoke, the assistant following and serving the other Pipe in the same manner. The prin-

cipal chief sitting toward the south was the last to smoke from the Pipe borne by the Inke'-

çabe keeper, who then laid the Pipe in the place from which he had taken it. When the 

Te'pa assistant reached the chief to whom he had first offered the Pipe he laid it down be- 

side the other. The keeper of the ritual from the 

Inke'çabe clan then arose and cleaned the Pipes, after 

which he laid them back before the two chiefs, who 

then called the keeper from the Inke'çabe clan to take 

them in charge.* 

 

"The seven must have but one heart and speak as with 

one mouth," said the old men who explained these 

things to the writers, adding: "It is because these deci-

sions come from Wa-kon'da that a chief is slow to 

speak. No word can be without meaning and every one 

must be uttered in soberness. That is why when a chief 

speaks the others listen, for the words of a chief must 

be few." When a conclusion was reached by the council 

the herald was summoned, and he went about the 

camp circle and proclaimed the decision. No one 

dared to dispute, for it was said; "This is the voice of 

the chiefs." 

 

Among the duties of the Council of Seven besides 

that of maintaining peace and order within the tribe 

were making peace with other tribes, securing allies, 
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determining the time of the annual buffalo hunt, and confirming the man who was to act 

as leader, on whom rested the responsibility of that important movement. While on the 

hunt the Seven Chiefs were in a sense subordinate to the leader, their duties being advi-

sory rather than governing in character; they were always regarded, however, as directly 

responsible to Wakon'da for the welfare of the tribe The council appointed officers called 

wanon'she ("soldiers") to carry out their commands. These officers were chosen from the 

order of Ni'kagahi xu'de and were always men who had won honors, and whose character 

commanded the respect of the tribe. Frequently they were appointed for some special ser-

vice, as when an unauthorized war party committed depredations on a neighboring tribe; if 

the chiefs ordered the stolen property returned, the booty would then be sent back under 

"soldiers" selected for the task. "Soldiers" were appointed by the council to preserve order 

during the annual hunt, the office expiring with the hunt. Men who had once filled the of-

fice of "soldier" were apt to be called on to assist the council in the preservation of order 

within the tribe. 
 

Should a sudden attack be made on the tribe the Seven Chiefs would then join in the de-

fense and if need be lead the people against the enemy. The council cooperated with the 

keeper of the Tent of War in sending out scouts during the annual tribal hunt. The punish-

ment of men who slipped away on unauthorized warfare devolved on these chiefs. On one 

notable occasion the Council of Seven temporarily resigned, and place the entire tribe un-

der the control of one man, Wa'baçka, who led the people against the Pawnee. This ex-

ception to all tribal rule has been preserved in both story and song. When a man desired 

to perform the Wa'wan ceremony and carry the pipes to another tribe or to a man within 

the tribe, permission from the chiefs had first to be obtained. The consent of the Seven 

Chiefs was also necessary to the admission of a candidate to the Hon'hewachi. 
 

There were no other governing chiefs in the tribe besides those of the council. No clan 

had a chief possessing authority over it, nor was there any council of a clan, nor could a 

clan act by itself. There was one possible exception; sometimes a clan went on a hunt un-

der the leadership of its chiefs, for there were chiefs in every clan, men who belonged to 

the order of Ni'kagahi xu'de or who had entered the ranks of the Ni'kagahi sha'be; but 

none of these men could individually exercise governing power within a clan or in the 

tribe. The clan, as has been shown, was not a political organization, but a group of kin-

dred, united through a common rite. The leading men of a clan were those who had 

charge of its rites; those who could count many within'ethe, and those who had been des-

ignated to act as "soldiers." Such men were invited on various occasions to sit with the 

Council of Seven, as in the communal tent when the ceremony of anointing the Sacred 

Pole took place, There was no tribal assembly or tribal council. All power for both decision 

and action was lodged in the Council of Seven. 
 

The old Omaha men, who are the authority for the interpretations of tribal rites and cus-

toms contained in this memoir, have earnestly sought to impress upon the writers that 

peace and order within the tribe were of prime importance; without these it was declared 

neither the people nor the tribe as an organization could exist. War was secondary; its 

true function was protective — to guard the people from outside enemies. Aggressive war-

fare was to be discouraged; any gains made by it were more than offset by the troubles 

entailed. It was recognized that it was difficult to restrain young men; therefore restric-

tions were thrown about predatory warfare, and all who went on the war path should first 

secure permission, while the special honors accorded to those whose brave acts were 

performed in defense of the tribe tended to make war secondary to peace. 
 

"Plentiful food and peace," it was said, "are necessary to the prosperity of the tribe." 
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In later years, under the influence of traders and of United States Government officials, 

the old order of chieftainship lost much of its power. Men who were pliant were enriched 

by traders and became unduly important, and the same was frequently true of the men 

who were made "chiefs" by United States Government officials. Some of these have been 

men who had no rightful claim according to tribal usage to that office. Chiefs made by the 

Government were called "paper chiefs." These men sometimes exercised considerable 

influence, as they were supposed by the people to be supported by the government, but 

their influence was that born of expediency rather than that growing out of the ancient 

belief that the chief was one who was favored by Wakon'da and who represented before 

the people certain aspects of that mysterious power. 
 

[Compensation] of Chiefs and Keepers 
 

E ntrance into the order of chieftainship was secured through certain prescribed acts 

and gifts called within'ethe. All of the gifts, except those belonging to the first and sec-

ond grades, were made to the Seven Chiefs. The two exceptions were contributions to 

ceremonies connected with the maintenance of order and the consequent welfare of the 

tribe. While all the within'ethe were in a sense voluntary, they were obligatory on the man 

who desired to rise to a position of prominence in the tribe. It was explained that "the gifts 

made to the chiefs were not only in recognition of their high office and authority as the 

governing power of the tribe but to supply them with the means to meet the demands 

made upon them because of their official position." It was further explained that — Chiefs 

were expected to entertain all visitors from other tribes, also the leading men within the 

tribe and to make adequate gifts to their visitors. Both Chiefs and Keepers were often de-

terred from hunting by their official duties and thus were prevented from securing a large 

supply of food or of the raw material needed for the manufacture of articles suitable to 

present as gifts to visitors. The gifts made by aspirants to tribal office therefore partook of 

the nature of payment to the Chiefs and Keepers for the services they rendered to the 

people. 
 

Not only did the within'ethe accomplish the purpose as explained above, but the custom 

stimulated industry and enterprise among the men and women, and thus indirectly 

served the cause of peace within the tribe. 
 

Beside their use as stated above, gifts were demanded as entrance fees to the various 

societies. Those requisite for admission to the Hon'hewachi were particularly costly. More 

over, the meetings of the societies made demands on the accumulated wealth, so to 

speak, of the family. Food was required for the "feasts" of the members, and gifts were 

expected as a part of some of the ceremonies. All these had to be drawn from the surplus 

store, a store that had to be created by the skill of the man as a hunter and by the indus-

try of the woman. No one gave feasts or made gifts which left the family in want of food or 

of clothing. 
 

At the anointing of the Sacred Pole a supply of meats of the cut called tezhu' was ex-

pected from every family in the tribe except from those of the Hon'ga subgenus, that had 

charge of the Pole and its ceremonies. While there was no penalty attached to the nonful-

fillment of this tribal duty, as it was considered, yet from a series of coincidences a belief 

had grown up that a refusal would be punished supernaturally. 
 

These customs in reference to gifts made as within'ethe show that the people had pro-

gressed to the recognition that something more was required of a man than merely to 

supply his own physical needs; that he had social and public duties to perform and must 

give of his labor to support the chiefs and keepers, officers who served and promoted the 

general welfare of the people. 
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Offenses and Punishments 
 

T he authority of the chiefs and social order were 

safeguarded by the following punishment: 
 

Within the Tent Sacred to War was kept a staff of iron-

wood, one end of which was rough, as if broken. On 

this splinted end poison was put when the staff was to 

be used officially for punishment. In the pack kept in 

this tent was found a bladder, within which were four 

rattlesnake heads, and with them, in a separate bun-

dle, the poison fangs. These were probably used to 

compound the poison put on the staff. As men's bodies 

were usually naked, it was not difficult when near a 

person in a crowd to prod him with the staff, making a 

wound and introducing the deadly poison, which is said 

always to have resulted in death. This form of punish-

ment was applied to a man who made light of the au-

thority of the chiefs or of the wain' waxube, the packs 

which could authorize a war party, such a person being 

a disturber of the peace and order of the tribe. The punishment was decided on by the 

Council of Seven Chiefs, which designated a trustworthy man to apply the staff to the of-

fender. Sometimes the man was given a chance for his life by having his horses struck and 

poisoned. If, however, he did not take this warning, he paid the forfeit of his life, for he 

would be struck by the poisoned staff end and killed. 
 

Thieving (wamon'thon) was uncommon. Restitution was the only punishment. Assaults 

were not frequent. When they occurred they were settled privately between the parties 

and their relatives. 
 

In all offenses the relatives stood as one. Each could be held responsible for the acts of 

another — a custom that sometimes worked injustice, but on the whole was conducive to 

social order. 
 

Running off with a man's wife or committing adultery was severely punished. In this class 

of offenses the husband or his near relatives administered punishment. The woman might 

be whipped, but the heavy punishment fell on the guilty man. Generally his property was 

taken from him, and if the man offered resistance he was either slashed with a knife or 

beaten with a bludgeon, the revenge taken by a husband on a man making advances to his 

wife was called miwa'da. 
 

A wife jealous of another woman who was attentive to her husband was apt to attack her 

with a knife. An assault of this kind, called non'wonçi, was seldom interfered with. If a 

man's wife died and left children, custom required that he marry his wife's sister. Should 

he fail to do so, the woman's relatives sometimes took up the matter and threatened the 

man with punishment. 
 

The term wanon'kathe was used in reference to murder, or to any act which caused per-

sonal injury to another, even if it was unpremeditated. in the latter case the act would be 

condoned by gifts made to the injured party or his relatives. Deliberate murder was pun-

ished by banishment. When the knowledge of such a deed was brought to the notice of 

the chiefs, banishment was ordered, the offender was told of the decision and he obeyed. 

Banishment was four years, unless the man was sooner forgiven by the relatives of the 

Rattlesnake heads and fangs. 
Fig. 47, Fletcher/La Flesche, Ibid., p. 214, 

Smithsonian 
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murdered man. During this period the man had to camp outside the village and could hold 

no communication with anyone except his nearest kindred, who were permitted to see 

him. He was obliged to wear night and day a close fitting garment of skin, covering his 

body and legs, and was not allowed to remove this covering during his punishment. His 

wife could carry him food but he was obliged to live apart from his family and to be entirely 

alone during the period of his exile. 
 

It was believed that the spirit of a murdered man was inclined to come back to his village 

to punish the people. To prevent a murdered man from haunting his village he was turned 

face downward, and to impede his steps the soles of his feet were slit lengthwise. The re-

turn of a spirit to haunt people was called wathi'hide, "disturbance." such a haunting spirit 

was supposed to bring famine. To avert this disaster, when a murdered man was buried, 

besides the precautions already mentioned, a piece of fat was put in his right hand, so 

that if he should come to the village he would bring plenty rather than famine, fat being 

the symbol of plenty. Even the relatives of the murdered man would treat the body of their 

kinsman in the manner described. 
 

The sentence being passed on a murderer, the chiefs at once took the Tribal Pipes to the 

family of the murdered man and by gifts besought them to forego any further punishment 

upon the family of the murderer. If they accepted the gifts and smoked the pipe, there was 

no further disturbance connected with the crime. 
 

The offense of wathi'hi, that of scaring off game while the tribe was on the buffalo hunt, 

could take place only by a man slipping away and hunting for himself. By this act, while he 

might secure food for his own use, he imperiled the food supply of the entire tribe by fright-

ening away the herd. Such a deed was punished by flogging. Soldiers were appointed by 

the chiefs to go to the offender's tent and administer this punishment. should the man 

dare to resist their authority he was doubly flogged because of his second offense. Such a 

flogging sometimes caused death. Besides this flogging, the man's tent was destroyed, his 

horses and other property were confiscated, and his tent poles burned; in short, he was 

reduced to beggary. 
 

The punishment of a disturber of the peace of the tribe, by the exercise of washin'agthe, 

the placing of will power on the offender by the chiefs, was a peculiar form of chastise-

ment by which the person was put out of friendly relations with men and animals. For a 

similar placing of the mind on an offender. 
 

White Eagle (Ponca) narrated the following as a showing the Ponca treatment of a mur-

derer, even if the killing was an accident: 
 

A Ponca killed a man. It was not intentional, but nevertheless he was, by the consent of the 

people, punished by the father of the man who was killed. The father cut all the edges of 

the man's robe, so that nothing about him could flutter should the wind blow. The spirit of a 

murdered person will haunt the people, and when the tribe is on the hunt, will cause the 

wind to blow in such a direction as to betray the hunters to the game and cause the herd to 

scatter, making it impossible for the people to get food. [The Omaha have the same belief 

about ghosts scattering the herds by raising the wind.] After the man's robe was cut it was 

sewed together in front, but space was left for his arm to have freedom. He was then bade 

to say, as he drew the arrow from the wound and rubbed it over the dead man, "I did not 

kill a man, but an animal." Then his hair was cut short for fear it might blow and cause th 

winds to become restless. The covering about the heart of a buffalo was taken and put 

over the man's head, and he was banished from the tribe for four years. The man obeyed 

strictly all the directions given him, and, further than that, he wept every day for the man he 

had slain. This action so moved the relatives of the dead, it is said, that in one year they 
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pardoned him, gave him his liberty, and he returned to the tribe and his family. Fletcher/La 

Flesche, Ibid., pp. 199-216, Smithsonian 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Establishment of "The Council" 
 

T he enforced abandonment of the annual hunt and the changes taking place in the life 

and habits of the tribe led to a modification in tribal government, one favored by the 

United States agency officials. Questions frequently arose the determination of which re-

quired cooperation between the tribe and the Agent. Tribal meetings were cumbersome 

and difficult to manage, so it came about that a "council" was formed of a small number of 

chiefs and other leading men, who could be easily called together by the agent. Chieftain-

ship in the old meaning of the term thereby lapsed. The council represented the people but 

all governing power had become centered in the United States Indian Agent. 
 

Nothing belonging to the past now seemed stable to the Omaha; only the familiar land-

scape remained to remind them that they were still in the land of their fathers 
Fletcher/La Flesche, Ibid., p. 635 
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The following information comes from the OTHRP Ph.D. dissertation [Completely Illustrated: Grandfather 

Remembers -- Broken Treaties/Stolen Land: The Omaha Land Theft, 2009] that helped to win unanimously 

the U.S. Supreme Court case Nebraska vs. Parker over the boundaries of the reservation. It reveals how the 

Umonhon really lost their tribal government between 1864-1866 from the Indian point of view. It explains 

the terse and somewhat curt remarks at the end of the 27th Annual Report. After all, Joseph La Flesche 

was Dr. Francis La Flesche, Esq.'s father. 

ROBERT FURNAS 
 

R obert Wilkinson Furnas was born on May 5, 1824, to Wil-

liam and Martha (Jenkins) Furnas near Troy, Miami 

County, Ohio. His parents were of English Quaker stock and 

were natives of South Carolina. Robert was orphaned in 1832 

when his parents died from cholera, and he went to live with 

his paternal grandparents in Troy. Later while still a youth, he 

left this home and worked as a tin and printing apprentice. In 

the late 1840's he became engaged in a number of business 

enterprises in the southern Ohio-northern Kentucky region, in-

cluding book and job printing, publishing a newspaper in Troy, 

and various positions as a railroader, including station agent, 

conductor and engineer. In 1852, while still living in Ohio, he 

became involved in the insurance business which he contin-

ued until he moved to Nebraska Territory in April 1856. 
 

Furnas established the Nebraska Advertiser in Brownville and 

it soon became a newspaper of note, primarily because of his 

frank comments on contemporary issues. He participated ac- 

tively in promoting the Territory, and wrote a number of pamphlets advertising the re-

gion to prospective settlers. He was also extremely interested in developing the full 

agricultural potential of the land and to this end founded the Nebraska Farmer, Ne-

braska's first agricultural periodical. 
 

Furnas attempted to be politically neutral when he arrived in the Territory, although he 

had been a Whig in Ohio. He soon found himself, however, aligned with the newly or- 

ganized Republican Party. He served in the 3rd-6th Territorial Councils which met dur-

ing 1857-1860, and was a member of the Agriculture, Education and Horticulture 

committees. 
 

Furnas was an officer in the Territorial Militia when the Civil War started, and was 

soon appointed a colonel in the U.S. Army. He organized several Indian regiments 

prior to commanding the Second Nebraska Cavalry which participated in campaigns 

against the Plains Indians, most notably in the battle of White Stone Hill. He returned 

to civilian life after the Civil War and served from 1864 to 1866 as Agent for the 

Omaha Indians. He returned to Brownville in 1867, where he became actively en-

gaged in a nursery business in which he had purchased half interest. Although he was 

owner and editor of the Nebraska Advertiser from 1870 to 1871, his main vocation 

after his term as Indian Agent was the operation of his nursery business located on 

the outskirts of Brownville, where he resided until his death on June 1, 1905. 
 

In 1872 Furnas was elected governor of Nebraska on the Republican ticket even 

though prior to the election he was involved in a controversy when it was charged that 

he had accepted a bribe in voting against the removal of the capital from Omaha in 

1857. His two years as governor were clouded with a number of problems including 

administrative questions and economic hardship, originating from Nebraskans being 

plagued by grasshoppers which necessitated various relief measures. Furnas did not 

Robert Wilkinson Furnas 

(1824-1905) 
<http://en.wikipedia. 
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seek re-election in 1874 and he never again held an elective public office. Later, he 

was interested in a number of appointive positions, particularly that of Commissioner 
of Agriculture. "Guide to the Microfilm Ediition of the Robert W. Furnas Papers 1844-1905," 

Nebraska State Historical Society. n. d. 
 

. . .Furnas' three year residence at the Omaha Agency, [covered] the problems of the 

Winnebago removal to the reservation, the selection of a licensed trader, and Sioux 

attacks, caus[ing] considerable tension. Tate, Ibid., p. 230. 821. Farb, Robert C. "Robert W. Fur-

nas as Omaha Indian Agent, 1864-1866" Nebraska History, 32 (September 1951), 186-203; 

(December 1951), 268-83 This article, largely based upon the Robert W. Furnas Papers at the Ne-

braska State Historical Society, offers a good view of Umonhon leaders, annuity distribution process, and 

an 1865 trip to Washington, D.C., to negotiate a treaty for the creation of a Winnebago Reservation 

from Umonhon lands. 

 

How much of these problems were caused by Furnas' manipulations needs to be ad-

dressed. Furnas' stay on the reservation, a scant two years, financed his career. Not likely 

on an Indian agent's salary. 
 

JOSEPH LA FLESCHE 
 

I n 1866, for reasons which remain obscure, La Flesche had moved his family off 

the reservation because of a dispute with the Omahas' government agent. That 

agent, Robert W. Furnas, told the director of the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Mis-

sions that he had not ordered La Flesche to leave the reservation as some claimed. 

Yet Agent Furnas also stated that in order for La Flesche to return, "he must conduct 

himself properly, and be subordinate to the agent." Furnas 

called La Flesche "a shrewd, cunning, ambitious and aspir-

ing Indian politician, who has never been willing to be sub-

ordinate to an agent, or even [to] the Hon. Comr. of Indian 

Affairs." Evidently Furnas and La Flesche had clashed over 

the issue of political authority, and the agent had won. 

When La Flesche returned to the reservation, he did not 

serve as a "paper chief" and his influence as a traditional 

chief may have been limited to some loyal followers 

among the "'make-believe' white men," or the "young 

men's party," as they came to be called. Whatever the 

case, La Flesche's leadership among the Omahas had 

waned. The political role of the traditional chiefs disap-

peared, and the agent's council of "paper chiefs" replaced 

the Council of Seven as the governing body of the society. 
Clyde A. Milner, II, With Good Intentions: Quaker Work Among the 

Pawnees, Otos and Omahas in the 1870s, University of Nebraska 

Press, Lincoln, 1982, p. 159 
 

Whatever Mr. Furnas claimed, the truth of the matter was, 

that Joseph La Flesche was difficult for those who did not 

align themselves with his Young Men's Party. Joseph repre-

sented a political faction of the Umonhon. He was involved 

with land speculation and the La Flesche family sat in a 

unique position with their friendship with Alice Fletcher who 

was in charge of both enrollment and allotments for the tribe. 
 

Furnas' hands were not clean either. It is clear that he did, 

indeed, throw an Umonhon Indian off of his own reservation 
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because he could not deal with him. Involved with both the railroads and the insurance 

business, Furnas was a speculator who settled in the Half Breed Tract area, became the 

Indian Agent for the Umonhon area for a short term and then retired to the Half Breed 

Tract area when he left that post. He apparently made money in land speculation of some 

form and then invested it into his nursery business. 
 

The important significance of the Furnas/La Flesche argument was that at the end of it, 

the Nation was no longer governed by those representing the people but instead became 

a Nation governed by those representing the agent. Thus democracy died aborning in the 

hands of those who most aligned themselves with it. 
 

How valid are treaties when the Government controls the votes on both sides? 
"Completely Illustrated: Grandfather Remembers -- Broken Treaties/Stolen Land: The Omaha Land Theft," 

Ph.D. dissertation, Western Institute for Social Research, 2009, unpublished manuscript, pp. 359-361 
 

First the Americans refused to negotiate with the women of the tribe, eliminating half of the 

adults which laid the ground for patriarchy. Then they promised protection in exchange for a 

small piece of land, establishing the American concept of land ownership. Swift action oc-

curred after the American Civil War. Railroads were established along with the systematic 

elimination of the bison so that the food, clothing and housing source was broken. Restricting 

the remaining lands to a small acreage imprisoned the Tribe. Forcing education by literally 

stealing children and forcing them into boarding schools they stripped their clothes, their 

names, their religion and culture. All decisions had to be approved by the appointed Indian 

Agents who favored the pioneers and profited off of the "deals" made to supplement their low 

salaries from the U.S. Government. 
 

Robert Furnas, a one term [1864 to 1866] Indian Agent, single handedly ended the "by the peo-

ple government" of the Omaha and created what are known as "Paper Chiefs" which are con-

structs of the U.S. Government. The Reorganization Act of 1934 codified it. 
 

If the Euro-Americans had not invaded this continent and Native Americans had been allowed 

to develop naturally, the Umonhon would have had a different government today than existed 

seven centuries ago. It is the nature of this planet that change is the one constant thing for all 

those who reside upon it, within it or above it. In the 21st century it is impossible to recreate 

the past no matter how hard one tries. 
 

That does not mean that the Umonhon are stuck with the miniature failed American Govern-

ment model that has been forced upon them. With the development of the Reorganization Act 

and its implementation, the Umonhon are now in a position to create their own version of gov-

ernment by studying what once was, as clearly as they can. They would be, not only, working 

with a past record, but also, with the fact that the reality that is being faced today is totally dif-

ferent than what existed even one hundred years ago. 
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A Possible Model for the Future 
 

"A chief must be a man who can govern himself." 
Fletcher/La Flesche, Ibid., p. 202 

 

A s the 21st Century gains momentum the Umonhon are in a position to study the model 

documented by Dr. Francis La Flesche, Esq. in order to create a new government based 

upon ancestral practice. After all, this worked for centuries, whereas the current government 

only benefits the few at the expense of the many. Hoarding value is the basic premise for the 

capitalistic system, just the opposite of ancestral Umonhon practice. In order to determine value 

capitalism must also determine no value. That sets up and institutionalizes inequality. 
 

Ancestral Umonhon tribal government was based on the spirituality of relationships carried out 

on a day-to-day basis. In other words, it is founded upon nurturing the individual, family, clan 

and Tribal Circle, while taking care of the plants, the wildlife, the land and the People that sat 

within this Circle. It is the way of Mother Earth. 
 

In 2016 the original Umonhon Reservation was officially redefined by four courts, including the 

U. S. Supreme Court, which made its decision unanimously. Each upheld the 1854 Treaty, 

which created the boundaries of the Umonhon Nation's designated land. And in the center of 

this territory is a circle facing east: the Hu'thuga. The Hu'thuga contains the two divisions of the 

clans, the Hongashenu: Earth People, and the Inshta'çunda: Sky People. The divisions are sepa-

rated by the Path of the Sun with the entrance set to the East, toward the sunrise. 
 

However, there are a group of Umonhon who have no defined place in this Hu'thuga. The peo-

ple whose ancestry is "no clan." They are not disappearing over time, but are increasing in 

numbers, and in fact, they may be a larger group than some of the original clans today. 
 

In the past, there have been many clans that have come and gone. This action created the five 

cognate tribes. History notes that there may have been as many as 12 clans in the past and 

since it all started with a few clans, it is reasonable to assume that in ancient history there 

could have been far fewer. The simplest way to solve the large "no clan" problem is to create 

two "No Clan" clans: one in the Hongashenu and the other in Inshta'çunda. The Umonhon would 

then be twelve clans again, with every Umonhon included. The following article on Consensus, 

while not written for tribal members, describes in a non-tribal way a basis for decision making. 
 

Consensus 
 

A s a decision-making process, consensus decision-making aims to generate as much 

agreement as possible. 
 

Collaborative: Participants contribute to a shared proposal and shape it into a decision 

that meets the concerns of all group members as much as possible. 
 

Cooperative: Participants In an effective consensus process should strive to reach the 

best possible decision for the group, rather than competing for personal preferences. 
 

Egalitarian: All members of a consensus decision-making body are afforded, as much as 

possible, equal input into the process. All members have the opportunity to present, 

and amend proposals. 
 

Inclusive: As many stakeholders as possible are allowed to participate in the consensus 

decision-making process. 
 

Participatory: The consensus process actively solicits the input and participation of all 

tribal decision-makers. 
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[Knowledge]: The consensus should track the truth to the greatest extent possible [Which 

means that the process examines each question from all possible positions instead of pushing an agenda.] 
 

Alternative to common decision-making practices 
 

C onsensus decision-making is an alternative to commonly practiced group decision-

making processes. Robert's Rules of Order, for instance, is a guide book used by 

many organizations. This book allows the structuring of debate and passage of proposals 

that can be approved through majority vote. It does not emphasize the goal of full agree-

ment. Critics of such a process believe that it can involve adversarial debate and the for-

mation of competing factions. These dynamics may harm group member relationships 

and undermine the ability of a group to cooperatively implement a contentious decision. 
 

Consensus decision-making attempts to address the beliefs of such problems. Advocates 

of consensus believe that outcomes of the process include: 
 

Better decisions: Through including the input of all stakeholders the resulting propos-

als may better address all potential concerns. 
 

Better implementation: A process that includes and respects all parties, and generates 

as much agreement as possible sets the stage for greater cooperation in implementing 

the resulting decisions. 
 

Better group relationships: A cooperative, collaborative group atmosphere can foster 

greater group cohesion and interpersonal connection. 
 

Agreement vs. consent 
 

G iving consent does not necessarily mean that the proposal being considered is one’s 

first choice. Group members can vote their consent to a proposal because they 

choose to cooperate with the intent and direction of the group, rather than insist on their 

personal preference. Sometimes the vote on a proposal is framed, “Is this proposal some-

thing you can live with?” This relaxed threshold for a “yes” vote can achieve full consent. 

This full consent, however, does not mean that everyone is in full agreement. Consent 

must be “genuine and cannot be obtained by force, duress or fraud.” The values of con-

sensus are also not realized if "consent" is given because participants are frustrated with 

the process and wanting to move on. 
 

Blocking and other forms of dissent 
 

I n order to ensure that the agreement or consent of all participants is valued, many 

groups choose unanimity or near-unanimity as their decision rule. Groups that require 

unanimity allow individual participants the option of blocking a group decision. This provi-

sion motivates a group to make sure that all group members consent to any new proposal 

before it is adopted. Proper guidelines for the use of this option, however, are important. 

The ethics of consensus decision-making encourage participants to place the good of the 

whole group above their own individual preferences. When there is potential for a block to 

a group decision, both the group and dissenters in the group are encouraged to collabo-

rate until agreement can be reached. Simply vetoing a decision is not considered a re-

sponsible use of consensus blocking. Some common guidelines for the use of consensus 

blocking include: 
 

Limiting the allowable rationale for blocking to issues that are fundamental to the 

group’s mission or potentially disastrous to the group. 
 

Limiting the option of blocking to decisions that are substantial to the mission or op-

eration of the group and not allowing blocking on routine decisions. 
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Providing an option for those who do not support a proposal to “stand aside” rather 

than block. 
 

Requiring a block from two or more people to put a proposal aside. 
 

Requiring the blocking party to supply an alternative proposal or a process for gener-

ating one. 

Dissent options 
 

W hen a participant does not support a proposal, he or she does not necessarily need 

to block it. When a call for consensus on a motion is made, a dissenting delegate 

has one of three options: 
 

Declare reservations: Group members who are willing to let a motion pass but de-

sire to register their concerns with the group may choose "declare reservations." If 

there are significant reservations about a motion, the decision-making body may 

choose to modify or re-word the proposal. 
 

Stand aside: A "stand aside" may be registered by a group member who has a 

"serious personal disagreement" with a proposal, but is willing to let the motion pass. 

Although stand asides do not halt a motion, it is often regarded as a strong "nay vote" 

and the concerns of group members standing aside are usually addressed by modifi-

cations to the proposal. Stand asides may also be registered by users who feel they 

are incapable of adequately understanding or participating in the proposal. 
 

Object: Any group member may "object" to a proposal. In groups with a unanimity 

decision rule, a single block is sufficient to stop a proposal. Other decision rules may 

require more than one objection for a proposal to be blocked or not pass. 
 

Blocks are generally considered an extreme measure—only used when a member feels a 

proposal endangers the organization or its participants, or violates the mission of the or- 

ganization (i.e., a principled objection). In some con-

sensus models, a group member opposing a proposal 

must work with its proponents to find a solution that 

works for everyone. 
 

Process models 
 

T here are multiple stepwise models of how to 

make decisions by consensus. They vary in the 

amount of detail the steps describe. They also vary 

depending on how decisions are finalized. The basic 

model involves: 
 

collaboratively generating a proposal, 

identifying unsatisfied concerns, and then 

modifying the proposal to generate as much 

agreement as possible. 
 

After a concerted attempt at generating full agree-

ment, the group can then apply its final decision rule 

to determine if the existing level of agreement is suffi-

cient to finalize a decision. 
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<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Consensus_decision-making> 6-14-16 



Blocking 
 

G roups that require unanimity commonly use a core set of procedures depicted in th[e 

above] flow chart. [page 21] 
 

Once an agenda for discussion has been set and, optionally, the ground rules for the 

meeting have been agreed upon, each item of the agenda is addressed in turn. Typically, 

each decision arising from an agenda item follows through a simple structure: 
 

Discussion of the item: The item is discussed with the goal of identifying opinions 

and information on the topic at hand. The general direction of the group and potential 

proposals for action are often identified during the discussion. 
 

Formation of a proposal: Based on the discussion a formal decision proposal on the 

is-sue is presented to the group. 
 

Call for consensus: The facilitator of the decision-making body calls for consensus on the 

proposal. Each member of the group usually must actively state whether they agree or 

consent, stand aside, or object, often by using a hand gesture or raising a colored card, to 

avoid the group interpreting silence or inaction as agreement. The number of objections 

is counted to determine if this step's consent threshold is satisfied. If it is, dissenters are 

asked to share their concerns with proceeding with the agreement, so that any potential 

harms can be addressed/minimized. This can happen even if the consent threshold is 

unanimity, especially if many voters stand aside. 
 

Identification and addressing of concerns: If consensus is not achieved, each dissenter 

presents his or her concerns on the proposal, potentially starting another round of discus-

sion to address or clarify the concern. 
 

Modification of the proposal: The proposal is amended, re-phrased or noted in an attempt 

to address the concerns of the decision-makers. The process then returns to the call for 

consensus and the cycle is repeated until a satisfactory decision passes the consent 

threshold for the group. 
 

Religious Society of Friends (Quaker)-based model 
 

Q uaker-based consensus is effective because it puts in place a simple, time-tested 

structure that moves a group towards unity. It has been successfully used for over 

360 years. The Quaker model has been employed in a variety of secular settings. The 

process allows the hearing individual voices while providing a mechanism for dealing with 

disagreements. 
 

The following aspects of the Quaker model can be applied in any consensus decision-

making process, and is an adaptation prepared by Earlham College of Illinois: 
 

Multiple concerns and information are shared until the sense of the group is clear. 

Discussion involves active listening and sharing information. 
 

Norms limit number of times one asks to speak to ensure that each speaker is fully 

heard. 
 

Ideas and solutions belong to the group; no names are recorded. 
 

Ideally, differences are resolved by discussion. The facilitator ("clerk" or "convener" in the 

Quaker model) identifies areas of agreement and names disagreements to push discus-

sion deeper. 
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The facilitator articulates the sense of the discussion, asks if there are other concerns, 

and proposes a "minute" of the decision. 
 

The group as a whole is responsible for the decision and the decision belongs to 

the group. 
 

The facilitator can discern if one who is not uniting with the decision is acting 

without concern for the group or in selfish interest. 
 

Ideally, all dissenters' perspectives are synthesized into the final outcome for a whole that 

is greater than the sum of its parts. 
 

Should some dissenter's perspective not harmonize with the others, that dissenter may 

"stand aside" to allow the group to proceed, or may opt to "block". "Standing aside" im-

plies a certain form of silent consent. Some groups allow "blocking" by even a single indi-

vidual to halt or postpone the entire process. 
 

Key components of Quaker-based consensus include a belief in a common humanity and 

the ability to decide together. The goal is "unity, not unanimity." Ensuring that group mem-

bers speak only once until others are heard encourages a diversity of thought. The facili-

tator is understood as serving the group rather than acting as person-in-charge. In the 

Quaker model, as with other consensus decision-making processes, by articulating the 

emerging consensus, members can be clear on the decision, and, as their views have 

been taken into account, are likely to support it. 
Adapted from <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Consensus_decision-making> 6-14-16 

 

Elements of Omaha Progressive Peace 
 

T he manner of deliberating and coming to a decision in the Council of Seven was said 

to have been as follows: “A question or plan of operation was presented by a mem-

ber; it was then referred to the chief sitting next, who took it under consideration and then 

passed it on to the next person and so on around the circle until it reached the man who 

first presented it. The matter would pass again and again around the circle until all came 

to agreement. All day was frequently spent in deliberation. No one person would dare to 

take the responsibility of the act. All must accept it and then carry it through as one 

man.This unity of decision was regarded as having a supernatural power and authority. 

Old men explained to the writers that the members of the council had been made chiefs 

by the Sacred Tribal Pipes, which were from Wakon'da; 

therefore, "when the chiefs had deliberated on a matter 

and had smoked, the decision was as the word of Wa-

kon'da." Fletcher/La Flesche, Ibid., p. 208 
 

The Umonhon have used this system 

for much longer than the Quakers have. 
 

Elements of Omaha Progressive Peace 
 

T he original Umonhon governmental design was one of 

checks and balances, so that power would not be cor-

rupted. The format works. It can be used as the basis for a 

21st century Umonhon Government that will pass the ap-

proval of the U. S. Government, since it is a form of Consen-

sus that has already been recognized and approved by that 

Government as appropriate for signatories of the Indian Re-

organization Act, of which the Omaha are one. Since the 

original Umonhon government was based upon relationship 
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with all relatives it would be, in 21st Century terms, an appropriate concept for adaptation as 

well. 
 

The people wandered about the shores of the great water and were poor and cold. And 

the people thought, What shall we do to help ourselves? — Umonhon Sacred Legend 
 

It is time to heal. 
 

T wo old men, one from the Hon'ga clan and the other from the Inke'çabe clan, carried the 

two pipes to each of the selected seven clans and asked a leader among them to serve 

their people. They were chosen because of the service they had done for the community in or-

der to better the community: Nurture. This was the origin of the Nini'baton sub-clans. Perhaps 

this time an elder from each of those two clans (male and female this time?) would chose 

which people from each clan could be brought together to form the Ni'kagahi xu'de. They could 

be guided by clan elder meetings within each clan to nominate appropriate people. The key 

would be "What have you done for the people." Both males and females could be chosen in 

this manner. Or it could be left open for the interested people to apply. Or both. 
 

Ni'kagahi sha'be would be taken from the Ni'kagahi xu'de for the next step. This organization 

would then chose which applications to the Ni'kagahi xu'de would be accepted. Originally this 

group would then choose the Council of Seven from their membership. In the 21st Century this 

could be reconfigured for the needs of today’s Umonhon. 
 

Instead of a Council of Seven, the Umonhon could enlarge it to a Council of 12, so that each 

clan — including the two no clans — are represented, and make it an elected office with four 

year staggered terms, with term limits of two terms, or eight years total. 
 

Keepers [Advisors] were originally those in care of the sacred objects. The Umonhon could in-

stead have the Keepers represent the sacred trust the people have given the Tribe in distribut-

ing services and have the actual Keepers elected by employees in each division. They too, 

would have an elected office of 4 year staggered terms and term limits of two consecutive 

terms. 
 

The following is a beginning list of the Tribal industries that serve to help the people: 

This way there are 20 people consulted, 12 to make the actual 

decisions and eight to advise them when questions arise within 

their particular jurisdiction. 
 

This is one way of solving the problems with the current form of 

Umonhon tribal government. There may be other ways that the 

Umonhon can think of as well that are even better. It is time for the 

Omaha Hu’thuga, consisting of more than 8,000 enrolled mem-

bers both on and off the Reservation, to discuss such changes 

and to think carefully within the Omaha community about what the 

future may hold. 
 

Remember these ideas are not carved in stone; 

it is up to the Umonhon people to decide. 
 

Ewithe wongithe: all my people 

Unknown Umonhon baby Nebraska State Historical Society 
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1. Agriculture 

2. Business Development 

3. Educational 

4. Medical 

5. Security 

6. Social Services 

7. Umonhon Culture 

8. Wildlife 
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